Our purpose is to demonstrate that results concerning the equality problem for vector addition systems, may be used to establish the decidability and undecidability of decision problems associated with the class of HNN extensions of the infinite cyclic group. We call these groups 'vector groups.'
By vector groups we understand the HNN groups G(px, qx, ... ,pk, qk) given by (I) (ax,...,ak, b;a~xbPxax = b"1, ... , aklbPkak = bqk),
where the exponent pairs p¡, q¡ occurring in (I) are positive and relatively prime. In [2] the conjugacy problem for vector groups was reduced to the reachability problem for self-dual vector addition systems, and subsequently an algebraic solution of both problems was presented in [3] . Here we demonstrate that recent results concerning the equality problem for vector addition systems, having surprising algebraic consequences for vector groups.
Let G be a vector group and call m a conjugate power of I in G when bm = xblx -1, x in G and a positive conjugate power if in addition x is given by a positive word in the generators ax, ... , ak, b of G (i.e., one which involves no negative exponents). The set of (positive) conjugate powers of / in G is called a (positive) conjugate power set. Here we consider the question as to whether the (positive) conjugate powers of / in Gx and G2 coincide where Gx is given in (I) and G2 arises from Gx by removing a particular defining relation, a¡~1bp'a¡ = bq'. We will prove:
Theorem A. It is decidable whether the removal of a particular defining relation from a vector group changes a conjugate power set.
Theorem B. It is undecidable whether the removal of a particular defining relation from a vector group changes a positive conjugate power set. It has been pointed out to the author by Professor John Hopcroft that:
Lemma 2. The reachability sets of self-dual vector addition systems are effectively computable semilinear sets.
Remark. Lemma 2 seems to be known to several workers in this area (cf. [4] ,
